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As the 2011/2012 academic year draws to a close, I would like to highlight the numerous contributions made by the faculty and graduate students in the Political Science Department over the past year. This booklet marks the first in what I hope will be an annual celebration of scholarly accomplishments made by the faculty in Political Science and our graduate students. Our department takes pride in remaining actively engaged in the discipline and the scope of publications and presentations this past academic year demonstrates our commitment to scholarship. While the following list is not comprehensive, it highlights the publications, conference papers, invited lectures and keynote speeches, and the service of our faculty to the discipline more broadly.

We would also like to celebrate our graduate students, both those who will complete their doctoral work this academic year, but also those who are already demonstrating leadership in terms of their publications and engagement with their chosen field of study. Not all graduate students are accounted for here, but those who are help to illustrate the energy and diversity of our graduate population and their contributions to the field.

Debora Halbert
Department Chair

BOOKS


EDITED VOLUMES


BOOK CHAPTERS AND ARTICLES


"Wendell Bell: The futurist who would put my grandmother in prison." Futures. 43:6, May, 2011, p. 578-582.


"Where is the locus of authority in The Episcopal Church?" The Journal of Episcopal Church Canon Law. 2:1, 2011, p. 131-190.


HONORS AND TRIBUTES

Kathy Ferguson. Author meets reader panel at the WPSA on Emma Goldman: Political Thinking in the Streets, March 2012.

Michael Shapiro. Eminent Scholar Award. Committee of the Global Development Section of the International Studies Association. The Global Development Section provides a space to examine and critique the politics and political economy of the Global South, and in particular the forces producing the South as a political, political economic, and cultural space. 2012.


Noenoe Silva. Aloha Betrayed voted Most Influential Book of the First Decade of the 21st century by the Native American and Indigenous Studies Association at the annual meeting in May 2011.


RESEARCH GRANTS AND AWARDS

Hokulani K. Aikau. Sea Grant Award ($50,000) Feb. 2012 - Feb. 2014 for “Collaborative Research to Develop Sustainable Ecosystem Management: Analysis of Water Resources and Quality in the Contemporary Ahupua’a.”


Technology, Innovation and Society grant, January 1, 2012 – December 31, 2012, $26,000 for a research project on “Communicating Power: Technological Innovation and Social Change in the Past, Present, and Futures”. Funded UH participants include John Sweeney, Aubrey Yee, and myself.
_____ Preparing, conducting, and reporting on a two-day futures workshop, August 22-23, 2011, on “Developing a Plan for Adapting Hawaii for climate change and sea level rise,” at the Marriott Waikiki Hotel, funded by the Hawaii State Office of Planning for $30,000. Funded UH participants included Heather Frey, John Sweeney, Rex Troumbley, Scott Yim, Seongwon Park, Bumchul Shin, Aubrey Yee, and myself.

_____ Preparing, conducting, and reporting a one-day futures workshop in March 2012 on “West Maui Futures.” $9,700 from the North Beach West Maui Benefit Fund. Funded UH students include Heather Frey, Aubrey Yee, Scott Yim, John Sweeney, Seongwon Park, and Rex Troumbley.

_____ Three-week futures workshop for Korean journalists, May 6-26, 2012, Saunders Hall, Room 624, for $78,855, funded by the Samsung Press Foundation, Korea. Funded UH students or graduates include Seongwon Park, Heather Frey, Bumchul Shin, John Sweeney, Ilhan Bae, Kaipo Lum, William Kramer, Woongbae Park, and Sohail Inayatullah. Funded UH faculty included David Brier, Debora Halbert, Fred Dunnebier, Noelani Goodyear-Kaāōpua, and myself.

Petrice R. Flowers. “Japan’s Relations with Islam and the Middle East.” Japan Foundation Language Institute Japanese-Language Program for Specialists in Cultural and Academic Fields Award. The award is an all-expense paid (tuition, room, board, books, supplies, etc.) intensive six-month language program for Japan experts with a high-level of proficiency to refresh their Japanese Language skills while focusing on conducting research for a particular project. [turned down for personal reasons.]

Sankaran Krishna. Awarded a Senior Sabbatical Research Fellowship from the Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Oct-Dec 2012.


_____ The Ford Foundation (PI): “Improving Planning and Urban Management Research and Education in an Era of Globalization,” 8/2007 to 8/2012. Implement research and training project titled in collaboration with the Ha Noi Architectural University (HAU). Project includes research on the urban transition in Viet Nam, the development of original and scholarly case studies, training of HAU urban planning faculty and local officials. ($910,800).


CONFERENCES PRESENTATIONS


“The Rise of the Party-State Interest Groups and Constraining Growth in China.” China’s Peaceful Rise” panel at the 2011 Academic Conference of Political Science and International Relations. Qinghua University, Beijing, China, July 8-9, 2011.


INVITED SPEAKING EVENTS


James Dator. Workshop on “Crazy Futures” for Higher Education in Romania, Danube Delta, Romania, June 27-July 1, 2011.

_____ Six Core Lectures on Space and Society for SSP11 of the International Space University meeting at Graz Technical University, Graz, Austria, July 9-31, 2011.

_____ Four Core Lectures on Space and Society for MSS 11, International Space University, Strasbourg, France (via Web Ex), September 20, 29, October 4, 13, 2011.


_____ Futures Course, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, December 11-12, 2011.


Lecture at Jakarta Islamic University, July 19, 2011.

_____ “Mass Killing and Memory: The Processing of the Past after World War II in Germany and Japan.” Lecture at Beijing Normal University and Beijing Foreign Studies University, April 21 and 25, 2012.


Editorial Projects/Editorial Boards/Conference Organization


Reviewer for Journal of International and Intercultural Communication

Petrice Flowers. Workshop Organizer. “Multicultural Coexistence and East Asian Community,” Honolulu, Hawaii, April 2012. This workshop marks the end of the second year of a three-year grant from the Korea Research Foundation. The project is based at Korea University in Seoul, South Korea. The workshop is co-sponsored by the UH Political Science Department and the Korea Research Foundation and co-organized by the UH Center for Japanese Studies and the Peace and Democracy Institute at Korea University.

Jon Goldberg-Hiller. Co-Editor Law & Society Review (with Prof. David Johnson) 2010-2013. Published 4 volumes to date.


Katharina Heyer. Elected Trustee, Law and Society Association (class of 2014).

Appointed Chair, Local Arrangements Committee for the 2012 Law and Society International Conference on Law and Society.

Appointed Member of the Program Committee for the 2012 International Conference on Law and Society.

Colin Moore. Greenstone Book Award Committee for the Politics and History Section of APSA.


Carolyn Stephenson. Chair, International Organization Section of International Studies Association, 2010-12 and member of the ISA Governing Board, 2010-12.


PH.Ds GRANTED:

Rohan Kumar Kalyan – “Neo Delhi: Urban Mediations in an Era of Neoliberal Globalization”

Mary Lee – “Reading Race: Postcolonial Nationalism in Korea”

Syed Sami Raza – “Constitutional Order in Pakistan: The Dynamics of Exception, Violence and High Treason”

Lorenzo Rinelli – “The Last Frontier: Practices of Externalization of Migration Control Within Europe and Beyond”

Martin Schwab – “Prospects for Collaborative Power in a Brutal Universe”

Noah Keone Viernes – “Thai Street Imaginaries: Bangkok During the Thaksin Era”

PUBLICATIONS


CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS

Brianne Gallagher. Second Annual International Political Sociology (IPS) Doctoral Workshop, Cumberland Lodge, London, October 5-7, 2011. Workshop involves an exchange of papers and engaging discussion on critical approaches to international relations between graduate students and faculty from participating institutions at King’s College-London, Sciences PO, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (PUC-RIO), and University of Victoria.


_____ with Dr. Monisha Das Gupta and Jeanne Batalova. Newcomers to the Aloha State: Contradictions in the Reception and Integration of Mexicans in Hawai‘i. Roundtable Co-Presenter at the American Sociological Association, Section on International Migration Roundtable Session, August 17-20, 2012.


__“Indigenized Pedagogical Approaches to Violence against Women during Economic Transitions” Paper presented at the 2012 UCLA Center for the Study of Women’s Thinking Gender Conference. Los Angeles, California, February 2012.


__“What I Learned About My Relationship with My Father From the Incredible Hulk: An Autoethnography of Presence, Affect, and Mutation.” Popular Culture and World Politics IV, University of Lapland, Finland, November, 2011.

__“Burqas in Back Alleys: Street Art, Hijab, and the Reterritorialization of Public Space.” Popular Culture and World Politics IV, University of Lapland, Finland, November, 2011.


Aubrey Yee. Hawaii State Office of Planning – Climate Change Legislation workshop, Co-facilitated a two-day futures visioning workshop for 60 local business, government and non-profit leaders. The output is a bill to be presented at the next legislative session for Climate Change policy statewide in Hawaii, August 2011.


**INVITED PRESENTATIONS**


OTHER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

Brianne Gallagher. Coordinator, UHM Women’s Studies Colloquium Series.

Sue Hagland. Member, Hawaii Coalition for Immigration Reform, advocacy group.

___ Policy liaison representing Parents for Public Schools-Hawaii in the statewide coalition, He’e (Hui for Excellence in Education, a coalition of various community stakeholders who work to improve Hawaii’s Public Schools).


___ Visioning Hawai’i’s Adaptation to Climate Change, Honolulu, HI. August, 2011.

Shanah Trevenna. Received National Sustainability Champion Award from the College Educator’s International at their conference in Baltimore, 2012.


___ President of Sustainability Association of Hawaii-the voice of Green Business in Hawaii.

___ Ran the first green business track at DBEDT’s state-wide build and buy green conference.

___ Launched the (Student Energy Ambassador Development) SEAD program and secured sponsorship to train all highschools in Hawaii to energy audit their schools.


GRADUATE AWARDS

HARRY FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL AWARD:
Yong Shin Kim

JORGE FERNANDES MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP AND AWARD:
Seong Won Park
Wumaier Yilamu

ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP:
Sammy Badran
Edward Coates
Niko Nashiro
Yujing Shentu
Hye Won Um
Aubrey Yee

NORMAN MELLER AWARD:
Agussalim Burhanuddin

GLENDON SCHUBERT AND JAMES NEAL SCHUBERT POLITICAL SCIENCE ENDOURED SCHOLARSHIP:
Iokepa Casumbal-Salazar
Melisa S.L. Casumbal-Salazar
Soo Yong Hwang
Willy Kauai
Ashley Lukens
Anjali Nath
Syed Sami Raza
Yujing Shentu
Noriko Shiratori
Aubrey Yee